GEOMETRICAL CONCEPT

BAKU
Crystal Hall
T

he Baku Crystal Hall is a modern, multi-functional event arena with a capacity
of 23,000 spectators. Located near National Flag Square on the coast of Baku,
Azerbaijan, design and construction had to be completed in only nine months,
just in time to host the hall’s first major event, the 2012 edition of the Eurovision
Song Contest. The 206-metre-long and 168-metre-wide steel construction is
coated with a slightly transparent, illuminated membrane facade, which lends the
building its characteristic crystalline appearance. The lighting concept was
designed to serve the crystal volume and the character of the event.

5,400 LED RGB light points that are strictly geometrically distributed over
the entire vertical facade surface allow the dynamic sparkling light effect
that creates the great visual impact during the dark hours and provides the
possibility of including the facade into the overall media staging of events...
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The dynamic lighting facade became an essential part of the choreographic
show concept of the Eurovision Song Contest 2012; right before the
performances of the artists the respective national flag was shown on the facade
in a more or less abstract way and was integrated into the television production,
just as virtual camera flashes. The intelligent lighting control system made a
flexible programming possible and allowed new options for the future and
opened the gate for the special visual needs of upcoming events...

Each point of light of the
facade is designed as an
integral part of the facade
structure and consists of two
independently controllable
RGB LED light sources. One
light source glows directly,
while
the
other
one
generates an indirectly
reflected corona on the
membrane; this results in a
much softer appearance.
Furthermore, special colour
contrasts can be achieved
with
the
separately
controllable foreground and
background colours...
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Each point of light in the chain is individually controllable, equipped with 9
SMD RGB LEDs, and was equipped with a diffuser dome. Also, the technical
bodies of the LED luminaires have been encased to optimise the appearance
of the illuminated facade. Due to the very short planning and construction
period, it was absolutely crucial to resort to a proven lighting product
available in the market...

The installation on site had to occur fast and uncomplicated, so that the choice fell on a LED RGB
chain that could be variably preconfigured in different lengths. A total of 1080 LED chains with 12
different length configurations were applied. Power supplies and controllers of the LED chains are
positioned in sub-distribution boxes, mounted on the facade construction behind the membrane
and the ribbon cable connections between the LED light points are invisibly embedded in small
installation canals on the membrane facade...
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LAUNCH PAD

The design team of architects, all engineering disciplines and lighting designers created a solution based on the
synergies of all team partners. Even the construction team and companies were involved in a remarkable early stage.
Baku and the Eurovision Song Contest 2012 had the symbol and a major branding element...

NTL Lemnis rolls out Pharox Scoop Spot light

N

TL Lemnis, the LED Lighting solutions company has
launched an innovative product ‘Pharox Scoop Spot
light.’ Pharox Scoop has a sleek and unique design for
enhancing décor of any retail space.
As per the company, this powerful recessed spotlight blends
perfectly with the décor to provide the best in class lighting
experience. It gives a high efficacy thereby consuming
significantly lesser energy and offers longer life. Its pressure die
cast aluminium body ensures efficient heat dissipation and long
life of the light source – and it can be rotated freely up to 320°.
Pharox Scoop also offers Zoom in-Zoom out feature to adjust
light output as per requirement. This latest NTL Lemnis product
is designed for multiple applications like Shop windows,
Shopping malls, Museums, Retail Showrooms, Art galleries,
hotels, Event venues, etc.
Pharox Scoop Spot light
The Pharox Scoop Spot Lights stand out from the crowd and
its unique features make it very attractive for retail space
adjustments. The spot lights will be available across India soon. The MRP for 25W is Rs. 7450 and for 35W it
is 8750.
“Another brilliant product from NTL Lemnis, Pharox Scoop Spot Lights are a welcome addition to our strong
portfolio of products for any retail industry need. The Spot light will help retail space designers choose
elegance, aesthetics and ‘Just the right focus’ of luminaire to highlight the product/space”, says Arun Gupta,
MD, NTL Group.
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